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Abstract—We consider the problem of minimizing age of in-
formation in general single-hop and multihop wireless networks.
First, we formulate a way to convert AoI optimization problems
into equivalent network stability problems. Then, we propose a
heuristic low complexity approach for achieving stability that
can handle general network topologies; unicast, multicast and
broadcast flows; interference constraints; link reliabilities; and
AoI cost functions. We provide numerical results to show that our
proposed algorithms behave as well as the best known scheduling
and routing schemes available in the literature for a wide variety
of network settings.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many emerging applications require timely delivery of
information updates over communication networks. Age of
Information (AoI) is a metric that captures precisely this notion
of timeliness of received information at a destination [1]–
[3]. Unlike packet delay, AoI measures the lag in obtaining
information at a destination node, and is therefore suited for
applications involving time sensitive updates. Age of informa-
tion, at a destination, is defined as the time that has elapsed
since the last received information update was generated at
the source. AoI, upon reception of a new update, drops to the
time that has elapsed since generation of the update, and grows
linearly otherwise. Over the past few years, there has been a
rapidly growing body of work on using AoI as a metric for
scheduling policies in wireless networks [4]–[9]. For detailed
surveys of AoI literature see [10] and [11].

Scheduling to minimize AoI in single-hop wireless networks
has been considered in [4]–[7]. These works prove constant
factor optimality of three classes of policies - randomized,
max-weight and Whittle index based; under both reliable and
unreliable channels. Further, minimizing general cost functions
of AoI in single-hop wireless networks has been considered
in [9], [12].

AoI minimization over multi-hop wireless networks has also
been considered in different settings. In [13], the authors de-
veloped stationary randomized policies to minimize weighted-
sum-AoI of unicast flows with fixed paths in a multi-hop
wireless network. AoI minimization in multihop networks with
all-to-all broadcast flows was considered in [8], [14].

We observe that finding low complexity near optimal
scheduling and routing schemes for AoI minimization which
handle general network topologies, interference constraints,
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cost functions, different types of flows and link reliabilities
has remained an open problem.

In this work, we develop a unifying framework for mak-
ing routing and scheduling decisions that optimize AoI in
general multihop networks. We do this by transforming AoI-
based network optimization problems into network stability
problems. Instead of trying to solve for the best scheduling
and routing policies directly, we assume that we have access
to a set of target values which represent the average age
cost for every flow in the network. These target values could
be application specific freshness requirements provided by a
network administrator, or they could be the solution to an
optimization program that optimizes some utility function of
the average age costs. Given these targets, we set up a virtual
queuing network that is stable if and only if there exists a
feasible network control policy that can achieve these targets.
Then, we use Lyapunov drift based methods to stabilize this
system of virtual queues and achieve the desired target age
costs.

In Section II we describe our system model. Then, we
introduce notions of age debt and debt-stable scheduling
policies in Section III. We develop our heuristic scheduling and
routing schemes using Lyapunov drift minimization techniques
in Sections IV and V. Finally, we provide brief simulation
results in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a network with N nodes connected by a fixed
undirected graph G(V,E). An edge (i, j) means that nodes
i and j can send packets to one another directly. We assume
that at most one update can be sent over an edge in any given
time-slot and takes exactly one time-slot to get delivered. We
consider general interference constraints between the edges
of the graph as well as unreliable transmissions. We further
assume that all sources are active, i.e. they can generate fresh
updates on demand and that there is no queuing at any node.
Each node simply maintains a buffer for the freshest packet
of each flow.

A flow is defined as a source node sending updates and a
set of destination nodes that are interested in receiving updates
from this source. Thus, each flow can be identified by its
unique source node. Flows can be of three types depending
on the the number of destination nodes:

1) unicast: the flow has a single destination node.
2) multicast: the flow has multiple destination nodes,

which are a strict subset of the remaining nodes.
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3) broadcast: every node other than the source itself is a
destination node.

We consider K ≤ N flows in this multi-hop network. For
simplicity, we represent the source for the kth flow by k.
The corresponding destination set for this flow is Dk. For
every node j that is a destination for k, we maintain an
age of information process Akj(t) which tracks how old the
information is at node j about node k.

Akj(t+1) =


min(Akj(t), t− tg) + 1, if update generated

at time tg is delivered at time t.
Akj(t) + 1, if no new delivery at time t.

(1)
We associate a monotone increasing age cost function for

each source k and corresponding destination j ∈ Dk denoted
by fkj(·). Using these age cost functions, we maintain the
effective age processes Bkj(t) , fkj(Akj(t)).

In general, a control policy needs to specify not only which
links should be scheduled in each time-slot but also which
flows should be transmitted along each link. We enumerate
the set of all possible interference free choices of links and
corresponding flows in the set S. Thus, a member of set S
contains a subset of links and corresponding flows which can
be sent on these links in a single time-slot without interference.
A valid network control policy must choose an action that is
a member of the set S in every time-slot.

The typical goal of AoI-based scheduling and routing design
for multihop networks is to minimize the time average of the
expected age costs summed across flows:

π∗ = argmin
π

(
lim
T→∞

E
[
1

T

T∑
t=1

K∑
k=1

∑
j∈Dk

Bkj(t)

])
, (2)

where π(t) ∈ S,∀t, π.
Next, we introduce the notions of age-achievability and age

debt virtual queues and show how stabilizing this network of
virtual queues leads to minimization of AoI.

III. AGE DEBT

We start by assuming that we have been given a target
value of time average age cost for each source-destination
pair; denoted by αkj for the pair (k, j). We aggregate the
target values associated with each source-destination pair in
the vector α. For any such target vector α, we define of age-
achievability below.

Definition A vector α is age-achievable if there exists
a feasible network control policy π such that

lim
T→∞

1

T

T∑
t=1

Bπkj(t) ≤ αkj ,∀j ∈ Dk,∀k w.p. 1. (3)

In other words, a vector α is age-achievable if the
time-average of the effective age process for every source-

destination pair (k, j) is upper bounded by the target value
αkj , under some feasible network control policy.

Note that the combination of general cost functions and
achievability targets allows us to capture very general fresh-
ness requirements which might be useful in practical system
specifications. For example, if an application requires that the
empirical distribution of the age process Akj(t) should satisfy
P(Akj(t) ≥ M) ≤ ε, then we can capture this by setting the
cost function fkj(h) = 1h≥M and the corresponding target to
be αkj = ε.

We now define a set of virtual queues called age-debt queues
for every source-destination pair (k, j). These queues measure
how much the effective age process exceeds its target value
αkj , summed over time. Our definition of debt is motivated
by the notion of throughput debt as introduced in [15].

Definition Given a target vector α, the age debt queue
for source-destination pair kj at time t under a policy π,
given by Qπkj(t), evolves as

Qπkj(t+ 1) =

[
Qπkj(t) +Bπkj(t+ 1)− αkj

]+
,∀j ∈ Dk,

and ∀k ∈ {1, ...,K}.
(4)

To complete the definition, each age debt queue starts at
zero, i.e. Qπkj(0) = 0,∀j, k. Here [x]+ , max(x, 0).

We now introduce a notion of stability for these age debt
queues. This is similar to how mean rate stability is typically
defined in queueing networks [16].

Definition We say that the network of age debt queues
is stable under a policy π and a given target vector α if
the following condition holds:

lim
T→∞

E
[ K∑
k=1

∑
j∈Dk

Qπkj(T )

T

]
= 0, (5)

where the expectation is taken over the randomness in the
channel processes.

We also establish an equivalence relationship between age-
achievability of a vector α and the stability of the correspond-
ing network of age debt queues.

Lemma 1: A target vector α is age-achievable if and only if
there exists a network control policy π, possibly dependent on
α, that stabilizes the network of source-destination age debt
queues.

Proof: See Appendix A in the technical report [17].
Next, we define a debt-stable scheduling policy. Such a

policy takes a target vector α as an input and stabilizes the
network of corresponding age debt queues.
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Definition A debt-stable scheduling policy π stabilizes
the set of age-debt queues for any given target vector α
that is age-achievable.

The notions introduced until now effectively allow us to
convert the minimum age cost problem introduced in (2) into
a network stability problem. Suppose π∗ is a solution to the
optimization problem (2). Further, suppose that expected time
average of the kjth effective age process under π∗ is given by

lim
T→∞

E
[
1

T

T∑
t=1

Bπ
∗

kj (t)

]
= α∗kj ,∀(k, j). (6)

Clearly, if we have oracle access to an optimal age cost vector
α∗ and know how to design a debt-stable policy then we
can perform minimum age cost scheduling. If the debt-stable
policy is much lower in computational complexity than solving
(2) directly, then we can also solve (2) at the same lower
complexity (assuming oracle access to α∗). We now discuss
a heuristic approach to designing debt-stable policies.

IV. LYAPUNOV DRIFT APPROACH

A. Single-Hop Broadcast
We first consider the special case of single-hop broadcast

networks. This setting is easier to analyze since it only requires
scheduling and no routing. It also highlights key structural
properties of our proposed policy.

Consider a N node star network where each of the nodes
1, ..., N −1 has an edge to node N . These nodes wish to send
packets to the central node N . Due to broadcast interference
constraints, only one node can transmit in any given time-
slot. Since the destination for every flow is N , we can drop
the destination in our notation. The age evolution is given by

Aπi (t+ 1) =

{
Aπi (t) + 1, if i /∈ π(t) or ci(t) = 0

1, if i ∈ π(t) and ci(t) = 1.
(7)

Here π(t) is the source scheduled in time-slot t and ci(t) is
an indicator variable denoting edge reliability between node i
and node N at time t. Given an age-cost function fi(Ai(t))
and a corresponding target value αi, the debt queue evolution
for node i is given by:

Qπi (t+ 1) =

[
Qπi (t) + fi(A

π
i (t+ 1))− αi

]+
. (8)

Given a target vector α, we will use a Lyapunov drift based
scheduling scheme to try and achieve debt stability. To do so,
we first define a Lyapunov function for our system of virtual
queues:

L(t) ,
N−1∑
i=1

Q2
i (t). (9)

Given the entire network state Φ(t) (all AoI and debt queue
values), we define the age debt scheduling policy πAD as:

πAD(t) = argmin
a∈S

(
E
[
L(t+ 1)− L(t)

∣∣Φ(t)
])
, (10)

1 2 3
a b

Fig. 1
where the expectation is taken over the randomness in channel
reliabilities c(t). The following lemma describes what the drift
minimizing actions look like in practice.

Lemma 2: Suppose that the links between each source i and
the destination N are i.i.d. Bernoulli w.p. pi in every time-slot.
Further, if each age cost function fi(·) is upper bounded by
a constant D, then the policy π(t) below minimizes an upper
bound on the Lyapunov drift in every time-slot.

π(t) = argmax
i∈1,...,N−1

(
piQi(t)

(
fi(Ai(t) + 1)− fi(1)

))
. (11)

Proof: See Appendix B in the technical report [17].
In other words, a drift minimizing policy chooses the source
with the largest product of link reliability, current age debt and
current age cost. While we use the boundedness assumption to
establish this structural property of the drift minimizing action,
it is not required to implement the age-debt policy in practice.
Further, the boundedness assumption is mild, since the upper
bound D can be chosen to be arbitrarily large. For example, it
can be chosen to be in the order of years for a system where
AoI is in the order of seconds or milliseconds.

Note that to compute πAD(t), the scheduler needs to iterate
over the set of sources only once. So the per slot computational
complexity of this policy grows linearly in N . This is similar to
the complexity of the Whittle index policy proposed in [4], [9]
and the max-weight policies proposed in [4], [6]. By contrast,
a dynamic programming approach to solve (2) directly has
per slot computational complexity that grows exponentially in
N . This highlights the key strength of our approach. If the
scheduler has some way to set the targets for each source
optimally, then the age debt policy is a good low complexity
heuristic for age minimization.

B. General Networks
The general multihop setting is more challenging. Simply

using one-slot Lyapunov drift to try and achieve debt stability
does not work directly. We highlight this with a simple
example.

Consider the three node network described in Figure 1 with
a single unicast flow from node 1 to node 3. The interference
constraint enforces that only one of the two edges a and b can
be activated in any time-slot. Suppose that we are interested in
minimizing the time average of the age process A13(t). Given
a target value α13, we set up the age debt queue as follows:

Qπ13(t+ 1) =

[
Qπ13(t) +Aπ13(t+ 1)− α13

]+
. (12)

We will try to use the one slot Lyapunov drift minimizing
policy to stabilize Q13(t) in this network. To do so, we solve
the following optimization in every time-slot:

πAD(t) = argmin
x∈{a,b}

(
E
[
Q2

13(t+ 1)−Q2
13(t)

∣∣Φ(t)
])
. (13)
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At t = 1, activating either edge a or edge b has no effect on
the debt Q13(2) since node 2 does not have any packet from
node 1. If we break ties in favour of edge b, then it is activated
but no new packet is delivered to node 3. At t = 2, since node
2 still does not have any new update from node 1, no action
taken can affect the debt Q13(3). Using the same tie-break
rule, we would again schedule edge b. This process keeps on
repeating and the age debt queue Q13 blows up irrespective
of the value of α13, even though the age optimal policy in
this setting is to simply alternate between a and b in every
time-slot.

The example above illustrates why one-slot Lyapunov drift
based techniques fail in stabilizing debt queues in multihop
networks. The policy designer using Lyapunov drift is con-
strained to optimizing only one time-step into the future. So,
if every possible scheduling and routing action has no effect
on the age debt queues in the immediate next time-slot, the
one step drift minimizing procedure does not provide any
information on which action should be chosen to stabilize the
network.

This suggests that to be able to use one-slot drift minimizing
techniques for stability there should be a virtual queue for
every intermediate node that tracks both the current age debt
at the destination and the potential reduction in debt at the
destination upon forwarding a fresh packet. If we can set
up such queues, then large values of debt at intermediate
nodes would lead to fresh packets being sent to the next hops
via one-slot drift minimizing actions, eventually reaching the
destination and stabilizing the age debt queues.

Let Qikj(t) denote such a debt queue corresponding to
flow (k, j) at an intermediate node i. These additional queues
at every intermediate node combined with the original debt
queues form our virtual network. The Lyapunov function that
we use for scheduling and routing is given by:

L(t) ,
K∑
k=1

∑
j∈Dk

(
Q2
kj(t) +

∑
i/∈Dk,i6=k

(Qikj(t))
2

)
(14)

The Age Debt scheduling and routing policy is to choose
the activation set and corresponding flows that minimizes the
expected Lyapunov drift.

πAD(t) = argmin
a∈S

(
E
[
L(t+ 1)− L(t)

∣∣Φ(t)
])
, (15)

where the expectation is taken over the randomness in link
reliabilities and Φ(t) represents the entire network state (all
AoI and debt queue values).

C. Intermediate Debt Queues
We now discuss how to set up the age debt queues Qikj(t)

for intermediate nodes to augment the original network of
queues. Note that there are no intermediate nodes for broadcast
flows since every node other than the source is a destination.

Consider a source-destination pair (k, j) for a uni-
cast/multicast flow k and an intermediate node i that is not
a destination for the flow originating at k. We want to set up
the age debt queue Qikj(t) at i for the pair (k, j). We maintain

an age process for flow k at node i, even though there is no
associated cost or target value for this age process.

Aki(t+1) =


min(Aki(t), t− tg) + 1, if update generated

at time tg is delivered at time t.
Aki(t) + 1, if no new delivery at time t.

(16)
Here Aki(t) measures how old the information at node i is
regarding node k. We split the debt queue’s evolution into
two cases.

Case 1: When node i forwards a flow k packet on a set of
adjacent links L. Let hLij be the minimum number of hops it
takes to reach node j from node i, where the first hop can only
include edges in the set L. Here, hLij measures the minimum
delay with which the packet that was forwarded by i gets
delivered at j. The age debt queue Qikj(t), when node i is
forwarding a flow k packet along the link set L, evolves as:

Qikj(t+ 1) =

[
Qikj(t) + fkj

(
min{Aki(t), Akj(t)}

+hLij
)
− αkj

]+
.

(17)

This measures the most optimistic change in age debt possible
at the destination using the current packet transmission from
node i.

Case 2: When node i does not forward a packet from node
k along any of its adjacent edges, then the age debt queue
evolves as below.

Qikj(t+ 1) =

[
Qikj(t) +Bkj(t+ 1)− αkj

]+
. (18)

This means that the intermediate queue simply tracks the
change in debt at the destination when it is not forwarding a
relevant packet. If the destination is not receiving fresh packets
from anywhere in the network then this would increase the
intermediate debt queues.

Thus, the debt at an intermediate node i for a source-
destination pair (k, j) blows up if either the destination has
not received fresh packets for a long time and node i did
not forward any packets from k (i.e. (18)) or if node i keeps
forwarding stale packets from k (i.e. (17)). A drift minimizing
policy will then try to ensure that either the destination debt
queue is small, or node i forwards fresh packets of flow k
towards the destination.

V. CHOOSING TARGET VECTORS

In the preceding sections, we have developed a general
framework of age achievability where given a target average
age cost for every source-destination pair, we formulate a
corresponding network stability problem and attempt to solve
it via one slot Lyapunov drift minimization. In this section,
we discuss how to choose the right target vectors, such that
they lead to minimum sum age cost.

In the absence of an optimization oracle that provides access
to α∗ or a system administrator who specifies average age cost
targets based on the underlying application requirements, we
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develop a simple heuristic to dynamically update α in order
to optimize utility based on the state of the underlying debt
queues.

The following optimization problem needs to be solved to
find the best target vector α∗.

argmin
α

( K∑
k=1

∑
j∈Dk

αkj

)
,

s.t. α is age-achievable.

(19)

Note that this problem has the same optimal value as (2).
One way to dynamically set the target vectors is to take a
flow control approach for solving the optimization problem
(19), similar to [18]. Algorithm 1 describes the details.

Algorithm 1: Age Debt - Flow Control
Input : parameter V > 0, upper bound αmax,

initialization α(1)

1 while t ∈ 1, ..., T do
2 Use α(t) to update debt queue values at time t
3 Update α by solving the optimization below:
4

α(t+1) =
argmin

α

( K∑
k=1

∑
j∈Dk

V αkj − αkjQkj(t)
)
,

s.t. α ≥ 1,α ≤ αmax.

5 Use α(t+1) to compute the scheduling and routing
decision that minimizes drift:
π(t) = argmin

a∈S

(
E
[
L(t+ 1)− L(t)

∣∣Φ(t)
])

6 end

The flow control based age debt policy tries to tradeoff
between the stability of the queueing network and the opti-
mization of targets using a parameter V > 0. In every time-
slot, the flow control optimization sets the target α for the
next time-slot and then the scheduling and routing decisions
are computed by minimizing Lyapunov drift.

The update optimization in step 4 of Algorithm 1 can be
simplified to the rule below:

α
(t+1)
kj =

{
αmax, if Qkj(t) > V

1, if Qkj(t) ≤ V,
∀(k, j). (20)

When current debts are high, future targets are set to be high
pushing the debts lower. Similarly, when the current debts are
low, future targets are also set low, pushing the debts higher.
The parameter V decides the threshold between high and low
values of the debt queues.

We also develop a separate gradient descent based approach
to dynamically update the target vector α. Details of this
algorithm are included in our technical report [17].
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Fig. 2: Weighted-sum AoI minimization in broadcast networks
with unreliable channels
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Fig. 3: Functions of Age minimization in broadcast networks
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VI. SIMULATIONS

First, we consider the weighted-sum AoI problem in broad-
cast networks with unreliable channels. There are N nodes
in the network and the weight of the ith node wi is set
to i/N . Link connection probabilities are chosen uniformly
from the set [0.6, 1]. Figure 2 plots the performance of the
age debt policy along with the max-weight and Whittle index
policies proposed in [4] against the system size. We observe
that when the age debt policy is provided the max-weight
average cost as the target vector, it replicates near optimal
performance of max-weight. Further, the flow control and
gradient descent versions of age debt only have a small gap
to the max-weight/Whittle policies despite not having access
to α beforehand.

Next, we consider general functions of age minimization in
the single-hop wireless broadcast setting. There are N nodes in
the network and the cost of AoI for each node is chosen from
the set of functions {15A(t), eA(t), (A(t))2 and (A(t))3}. Fig-
ure 3 plots the performance of the age-debt policy and its
variants along with the Whittle index policy proposed in [9]
as the system size increases. As for the linear AoI case, we
observe that age debt is able to replicate the Whittle policy’s
performance when provided its average cost as the target
vector. The flow control and gradient descent variants are also
only a small gap away in performance without knowing α
beforehand.
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Fig. 5: Age minimization of broadcast flows in multihop
networks with 5 nodes

Next, we consider scheduling for a single unicast flow
on the line network, as studied in [13]. Consider N nodes
arranged in a line network from 1 to N . Node 1 wants to
sent packets to node N , however not all nodes can transmit
simultaneously. We consider a simple interference constraint
- in any given time-slot either all even numbered nodes or all
odd numbered nodes can forward packets. This ensures that
no two adjacent nodes send interfering transmissions. Figure
4 plots the performance of age-debt and its flow-control and
gradient-descent variations along with the optimal stationary
randomized policy proposed in [13]. We observe that age-debt
outperforms the stationary randomized policy despite using its
average costs as the target vector. The dynamic variants of age-
debt significantly outperform the stationary randomized policy.
We also note that the gap in performance would increase in
settings where multiple paths are available which age-debt can
utilize for routing, unlike the stationary randomized approach.

Finally, we consider average age minimization for all-to-
all broadcast flows in multihop networks similar to [8]. We
consider all possible connected network topologies with 5 or 6
nodes (a total of 133 graphs). Figure 5 plots the performance
of the age-debt policy and its variants along with the near
optimal minimum connected dominating set (MCDS) based
scheme proposed in [8] for each of these networks. The x-axis
represents the graph labels numbered from 1 to 133, sorted
according to the average age achieved by the MCDS scheme.

We observe that age-debt achieves the same performance

as the MCDS scheme when provided its average cost as the
target vector. Further, age-debt with flow control achieves
performance that is very close to that of the MCDS scheme
without requiring knowledge of α.

Note that the complexity of implementing the flow-control
scheme is polynomial in the network size per time-slot. This
suggests that age-debt and its variants are a good candidate
for low complexity near optimal age scheduling in general
networks.

Interesting directions of future work involve proving per-
formance bounds on the age debt policy, implementing it in
a distributed fashion, and considering stochastic arrivals and
time-varying topologies in the underlying network.
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